LET YOUR PRACTICE SOOTH NERVOUS PATIENTS
Many people are still scared of the dentist, and it is often the reason given for patients not attending regular appointments. Make your practice a welcoming environment for everyone, by giving it a redesign with the help of Tavom UK.
Dental phobia often starts from a childhood association with unpleasant sights, sounds and smells of a surgery. By making use of space, colour and light, nervous patients can be soothed the minute they enter and feel confident that they are in safe and professional hands.
Tavom UK is the expert in practice redesign. With years of experience manufacturing bespoke cabinetry for the medical and dental industries, its team will help to design the perfect modern workspace. With beautiful cabinets and benches available in a range of colours and finishes, a practice refreshed by Tavom UK will keep any memories of gloomy and intimidating surgeries firmly in the past.
Tavom UK will project manage your redesign and provide on-going customer service that is second-to-none. Go to www. tavomuk.com, call 0870 7521121 or email info@tavom.co.uk.
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DENTAL SKY IS HERE TO HELP
which can lead to pain. Supracal is a useful temporary root canal filling material. This quick drying material is supplied ready mixed, to save time and is easily extruded from the syringe through a needle tip (supplied) directly to the point of application.
Dental Sky supplies a range of materials from R&S, as well as brand leading manufacturers' products. So whatever your sundry or small equipment requirement call Dental Sky on 0800 294 4700 or visit www.dentalsky.com.
CHOICE, COMFORT AND RELIABILITY
The new A-dec Performer provides you with exceptional choice, maximum comfort and legendary reliability for less.
This dental chair offers you a multitude of innovative clinical options from easy-to-use delivery systems to programmable touchpads and a smooth but powerful cantilever system, as well as your choice of halogen or LED light.
With a left-or right-handed delivery system, the ambidextrous A-dec Performer delivers the same unparalleled level of flexibility and functionality that all A-dec units are known for.
With seamless, easy-to-clean upholstery available in a variety of vibrant colours, the A-dec Performer is the perfect addition to any modern dental practice.
To find out how you could take advantage of so many functional benefits on a smaller budget, contact the friendly team at A-dec today at www. a-dec.co.uk. R&S Supracal from Dental Sky, the exclusive UK distributor, is a radiopaque hydrogen peroxide paste, which is perfect for direct and indirect pulp capping. It has shown to be very useful when used as a base underneath glass ionomer and composite restorative materials to provide added protection for the pulp, p a r t i c u l a r l y in deep cavities. Due to its high pH of 12.9 Supracal reduces irritation to the pulp
